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 Rowing at Eton Dorney – following the races and broadcasting alongside on a 
bicycle! 

 Olympic Cycling at Box Hill 
 Olympic Equestrian at Greenwich 
 Olympic Park, on the perimeter for live interviews 
 Sailing at Weymouth and Portland  
 Football at Coventry Stadium  
 Riverbank Arena in the Olympic Park to cover the Hockey 

 

Specific broadcaster activity: 

Swiss TV  
 

 Swiss TV achieved the only exclusive interview with Roger Federer as he walked 
off the practice court ahead of the tennis final with Andy Murray using LiveU 
technology. For the women’s Triathlon the broadcaster followed the husband of 
the Swiss competitor Nicola Spirig who won the Gold medal, providing unique 
insight into the event.  Swiss TV also deployed LiveU to cover the Olympic 
rowing races by filming alongside on a bicycle! Coverage was also completed of 
the cycling road race at Box Hill as well as the equestrian events in Greenwich, 
London. Swiss TV took advantage of LiveU’s store and forward as well as live. 
“We have been everywhere with the unit,” Michael Buehler, Sports Journalist, 
said. 
 

Sky NZ 
 

 Sky NZ has been planning its use of LiveU for the Olympics for the last two years 
with three units in London. They have used the technology for live pieces for their 
"Prime News" Show in New Zealand and also a live magazine show called “The 
Crowd goes Wild”. Sky NZ found the technology ideal for reaching locations that 
would otherwise be impossible for the broadcaster, including standing in front of 
well-known London sites and venues such as Big Ben to capture the atmosphere 
of the games. The technology was used to film from Kiwi House in London where 
the broadcaster was able to take advantage of wired internet giving them a 
cheap fixed video link that provided them with great live-to-air transmissions. As 
well as live, Sky NZ also used LiveU’s store and forward capabilities a great deal 
to send higher quality content back to the studio. Other examples of usage 
include outdoors at Weymouth and Portland to cover the sailing as well as at 
Coventry Stadium for the soccer. LiveU was also used at the Riverbank Arena in 
the Olympic park to cover the Hockey. "We have found it great to be able to 
stand in front of well-known London sites and venues, such as Big Ben, to get 
the atmosphere of the Games' stated Sky TV's Technical Production Manager, 
Kerry Phelvin.  

   

Quotes: 



 Caracol in Colombia used it when they won silver with Weightlifter Oscar 
Figueroa; he won Colombia's second silver medal at London 2012. 

 
Augusto Cardona, News Chief Engineer, Caracol Television: “LiveU gave us the 
ability to truly be mobile and follow our Colombian Olympians everywhere so we 
could share with our viewers the amazing experience of the London 2012 
Olympics”. 
 

 Torbjorn Pedersen, TV2 Norway:  “The system has worked perfectly so far, we 
are live every day from Central London, mixed zone at the arenas and the 
Olympic village. The news desk back in Norway is thrilled about the quality and 
can't believe it's not satellite.” 
 

 Bill Angelucci, NBC Photojournalist/Engineer, NBC Network News has been 
using the unit around Tower Bridge: "This works fantastically and it works so 
quick! We’ve used it extensively around Tower Bridge in London and it’s worked 
very well.” 


